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Suit up to be business savvy
The key to ensuring you and your resumé get a second look
SANTINO MARINUCCI

a reflection of yourself, so if you look sloppy
people are going to assume you are a messy
and disorganized individual.
A well fitting suit will not only make
When it comes to wearing a suit, many students do not know much when it comes to you look good, it will make you feel more
style. Many reading this probably only have confident which impacts your demeanour in
their suits from prom, or that one wedding the workplace. So always be sure you are
you went to three years ago, because let’s be clean and crisp when you walk into the office.
The next vitally important issue to
real; why should you worry about having a
address when picking out a suit is the type of
proper suit?
Buying a properly made suit is also style that you want. This usually differs from
more than looking pretty; it is a reflection of company to company in terms of acceptable
you. If you show up to work in a suit that is business attire but here are some ideas for a
ill-fitting, mismatched, or just plain ugly then little bit of everything.
First thing is to be honest with
it will reflect back on you before you even
open your mouth on your first day in the of- yourself and decide what your body type is
because it will greatly influence the type of
fice.
You have all seen that Moore’s suit you will end up buying. There are three
common body type categories
Clothing for Men commerthat you may fall into, tall and
cial haven’t you? Where the
stocky and bulky, and
guy wears his same brown
At the end of the thin,
short.
suit he bought to every single
day, finding a suit
If you are really tall
event from funerals to busiand
thin
it is important to alness meetings?
that best fits you
ways buy suits that have three
You do not want to
is more than just a or more buttons located on the
end up like this guy, because
fashion show. It is torso of the jacket.
people notice. This leads me
This will bring more
to my first point. Have more
important for your
proportion to your upper body
than one suit in your closet.
confidence and
and fill your chest area out. It
It is imperative that
when you do gather up the advancement in your is also important to avoid verenergy to buy a suit be sure
place of work ...” tical stripes or dark colours, as
they will make you look skinto purchase at least two. This
nier.
leaves you more room to mix
For bulky guys, suits with solid
and match your outfits so that when you do
show up to events or work you won’t end up tones will give the slimming effect for which
you have been looking. Also, be sure to
being “that guy who only has one suit.”
This also goes for dress shirts and choose suits with a single jacket vent at the
ties. Understandably suits can be expensive, back. Double vents will make you and your
but if you buy different dress shirts and ties suit big and bulky.
Lastly, for the shorter guys, it is
it can be an affordable alternative until you
all about the vertical stripes. This will crepurchase a larger wardrobe.
Because remember, if you work in ate the illusion of a taller silhouette, making
an office, that is five days a week you have to you stand taller. Avoid placing cuffs on your
wear a suit into work. Buy more than one suit. pants, since this will attract attention to your
The next vitally important advice legs and give the impression that your legs
when it comes to buying a proper business are shorter.
At the end of the day, finding a suit
suit is to make sure that it actually fits you.
Always be sure to have yourself fit- that best fits you is more than just a fashion
ted before trying on anything in a suit store, show. It is important for your confidence and
this allows you to pick flattering styles for advancement in your place of work and you
your body type while ensuring you do not end may even draw more attention to yourself in
up with pants that are too long or sleeves that the process, making your work and your ideas
noticed. All this because you bought a great
are too short.
As I mentioned above, your suit is suit.
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Wearing a proper fitting suit is integral for making a good impression.
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buy marijuana off the streets in this case,
which no doubt renders some sort of
association with illegitimacy.
Baldarsaro, who has been using
marijuana for 40 years, and Tucker, who has
been using marijuana for 50 years, emphasize
the seriousness of the situation: “neither [we]
nor anyone else [have] ever been poisoned
by marijuana on or off the street. [We] have
however felt some of it was laced...with
something else, which is why we do not go to
the street for it.”
Although
marijuana
is
decriminalized, it cannot be purchased in a
safe and secure manner, for the majority of
people who use it for its recreational benefits,
at least. This is the reality of which many
people who actively use marijuana deal with
on a regular basis. Baldarsaro and Tucker
further remark that marijuana is not legalized
simply because “the government has not
found a way to tax it ... the extravagant effort,
made over the past 50 years to destroy the
people who use marijuana as a recreant, as
a medicine, or for religious purposes, has
proven to be a failure and a terrible waste of
people and money.”
Nonetheless, it seems that this
does not deter people from using marijuana.
For the average university student, the high
stress environment associated with school
and related activities can be quite taxing on
both mind and body. It’s no wonder many
young people seek the relaxing benefits of
marijuana.
An anonymous source under the
alias of Blunt1 says that he has been using
marijuana for three years, explaining his
reasons for using it: “I guess it started with

curiosity and recreation, now I’ll even use it
medicinally or for inspiration. I would...have
to say your mind obviously thinks differently
under the influence...producing new ideas.
It’s been proven to have a medical value;
nothing takes away a headache or a hangover
faster.”
Indeed, a quick smoke-and-go cure
for life’s everyday blunders may just be the
answer to many of our problems. But, Blunt1
noted that “it’s not something you should rely
on to cope with things, that’s just unhealthy.
But in terms of stress relief and relaxation
it helps for sure, making university more
bearable to a degree.”
Although a fairly credible resource
for stress relief, marijuana, as Blunt1 says,
may not be for everyone: “it’s a personal
choice above all. Also, everyone has a
different experience similar to the effects of
alcohol varying from person to person.”
Marijuana may not to be suited to
everyone, but its multifunctional uses make it
not only a practical source of food, clothing,
and the like, it also works well as a “Godgrown” drug.
As Baldarsaro and Tucker said,
“hope springs eternal and it is our hope that
eventually our legislators and courts will
come to their senses and realize that the
destruction of the Canadian People is not the
answer to their dilemma.”
Whether or not you hold true to
marijuana as passionately as some of its users,
or, not at all, its uses are extensive and, heck,
consider consuming marijuana an alleviating
experience and a fairly fun one at that. As
Baldarsaro and Tucker put it, “marijuana,
God’s Tree of Life, will eventually have to
be recognized for its benefits.” So marijuana
users, keep on rolling.

Lifestyle Tidbits

Ratio Finder: an interactive website for the San
Francisco and New York regions that pinpoints
places where guys and girls congregate. Coming
soon to Hamilton?
Aggressive men are surprisingly bad at
remembering a woman’s rejection of their
advances. Sound familiar ladies?
Having trouble finding a girlfriend? Move to Latvia
where there is currently a male shortage due to high
male mortality rates.

